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Abstract
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Covid-19 pandemic raised many difficulties in all life’s domains across the globe. The need to adapt was omnipresent and accelerated the emergence of novelty or innovative approaches. Online education for the students enrolled into the 2020/2021 university year was a bigger challenge than for any others. This generation has finished high school in a traditional face to face system and instead of having to deal only with the ordinary challenges of transitioning to face to face college, they’ve been forced to add to it the novelty and uncertainty of the online education during pandemic. The aim of the present research was to identify how pandemic influenced aspects of our college freshman’s life and if they differentiated between positive and negative. Data processing was done with the help of IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys. Following our demarche, we can conclude that our respondents faced numerous negative aspects in this period of their lives due to the pandemic, but the worst of them referred to social, psychological and educational aspects. The positive side of this period from the perspective of our respondents was time, which was used to consolidate connections with family, friends and self. The presence of a pronounced negatively triangle between the general state, social interaction and psychological risks and existence of eight positive categories with a low density of answers, in contrast to nine negative ones with a high density, makes us believe that the effects of this pandemic upon our respondents were rather negative than positive.
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1. Introduction

Covid-19 pandemic raised many difficulties in all life’s domains across the globe. Activities which until then were taken for granted, like travelling, going to work, going to school, meeting with friends, procuring groceries, walking in the park, etc. suddenly became hard or even impossible to do because of the restrictions imposed by authorities. The need to adapt was omnipresent and accelerated the emergence of novelty or innovative approaches.

Some countries were more prepared than others and thus an inequality emerged. National culture and socio-economic development played a key role in this matter, reiterating the need of investments in...
education. As there are differences between countries, there are differences between domains and those that could lack human interaction quickly found a working solution by transposing activities into the online environment, but those who relied on it suffered the most.

Inequalities are a recurrence, because as they are valid at the level of a country or domain, they are also valid going further down the line. So, within the domain of education we could distinguish an expression of this inequality between courses that could be easily moved into the online environment, like mathematics, philosophy, economy, etc. and those which couldn’t be due to their more practical hands-on approach, like medicine, arts, physical education and sport, etc. If for the first ones the loss of the physical component was bearable, for the second ones become crucial in the formation of future specialists. By being deprived of human interaction, future specialists not only lost due the pandemic practical experience, but their personal development had also been affected.

2. Theoretical foundation

Transition from high school to college can be a stressful period for most of the students, especially if they come from troublesome families (Fei et al., 2021; Moreira & Telzer, 2015; Bernier et al., 2005). Separation from their parents is hard (Allen & Stoltenberg, 1995) and more so once admitted to college their life journey begins but not without new challenges. Mental health problems represent a major issue among college freshmen’s (Bruffaerts et al., 2018), as well as homesick (English et al., 2017), increased alcohol and tobacco use (LaBrie et al., 2007; Lenz, 2004) or physical activity decrease (Downes, 2015), all which could have favored the surfacing of the “Freshmen 15” concept (Baum, 2017; Mihalopoulos et al., 2008).

Fortunately, their coping mechanisms do not have to work so hard if family support is received during transition (Levens et al, 2016) or in case of marginalization (Llamas, et al. 2012). Also, this period in their lives could be less stressful if they manage to stay in touch with old friends (Abeele & Roe, 2011) or take part to learning strategies workshops (McDaniel et al., 2021).

The COVID-19 pandemic has put the whole student transition scenario into a new unseen perspective. The disruptive decisions took by authorities only managed to add an extra layer on top of the traditional one. Online education for the students enrolled into the 2020/2021 university year was a bigger challenge than for any others. This generation has finished high school in a traditional face to face system and instead of having to deal only with the ordinary challenges of transitioning to face to face college, they've been forced to add to it the novelty and uncertainty of the online education during pandemic.

Online education and interdiction of physical interaction in public spaces with peers has managed to create an isolated individual. Cases of depressive symptoms started to surface for students (Liu et al., 2022; Monte et al., 2022; Ray et al., 2021;) and teachers began to struggle with stress and anxiety (Boneh, et al., 2021; Oducado et al., 2021; Pressley et al., 2021). Sitting in front of a screen meant less physical activity which in turn has been correlated with higher depression rates (Coughenour et al., 2021). Networking and physical interaction have a great impact upon individual’s happiness (Lee et al., 2020) and closing the campuses meant for most of the students returning home, which in turn created anxiety symptoms (Conrad et al., 2021). Family support during the online school was perceived different by students, mainly in accordance with the socio-educational norms of the country in which they were residing. If for students from China family presence was a support factor in the online education scenario (Gao et al., 2021), for those from the United States of America was a real challenge, creating self-reported decrease in mental health (Hall & Zygmunt, 2021).

3. Research methodology

The necessary data to conduct this research derives from a more comprehensive data base, created after a laborious demarche, in finding solutions to deliver the educational act into the online environment during pandemic times. Restrictions imposed by the pandemic regarding academic physical attendance to courses opened the path to novelty approaches as no general institutional approved consensus existed. To offer a better understanding of our research we consider that a brief contextual description of the method is necessary.

Our especially developed method aimed to transpose, without the need of acquiring additional or special equipment, into the given online environment, Microsoft Teams platform, the main characteristics of a physical education course: an initial evaluation, an
intervention exercise program with a monitoring period and a final evaluation. Both initial and final evaluations used self-reported anthropometrical measurements and online synchronous videoconferencing tests. They targeted the same parameters of the human fitness state: mobility, muscular endurance and strength, and cardiovascular endurance. Demographical, psycho-social, and health parameters were added for the initial, as well for the final evaluation in form of questionnaires. The intervention proposed exercise program was aimed at the same fitness parameters mentioned above and the daily monitoring component was done on four parameters: frequency, intensity, time, and type (F.I.T.T.).

The method was applied between 9th of November 2020 and 9th of February 2021 to a total of 155 students from the Faculty of Business of the Babes-Bolyai University from Cluj-Napoca, Romania, translating into a monitoring period of 93 days. Weekly updates and advice were offered during synchronous meetings held accordingly to their time schedule, as well as asynchronous daily support with the help of the chat option.

Although many students had one form or another of evaluation done at some point, only 72 had all their initial and final ones. Those and their answers to the question: “Thinking about the way you carried out your professional/educational/family/social activities in the current pandemic situation generated by the COVID-19, please tell me what you consider that are the most worthy to mention positive and negative aspects”, formed the data base for our current démarche.

The aim of the present research was to identify how pandemic influenced aspects of our college freshman’s life and if they differentiated between positive and negative. The research method used was text mining and data processing, to respond the problematic in question, was done with the help of IBM SPSS Text Analytics for Surveys software, which is designed to process large quantities of unstructured qualitative data and extract concepts out of it. This data mining software not only makes a simple attribution to a certain category based on word recognition, but it also extracts feelings based on elaborate algorithms.

4. Results

Given the nature of the question, the software struggled to extract significant concepts besides “positive” and “negative” as most of the answers were very punctual and already included these two, for example: “Negative: lack of positive emotions and feelings, I spent a lot of time at home, for a while I felt depressed, apathetic, anxious, due to lack of communication and interaction with other people, etc. Positive: I became more self-aware.” Even so, concepts like “time,” “family,” “friends,” “problem,” “bad” and a couple of others surfaced after the extraction. Going further with the analysis, we executed an automatic category building to establish what kind of reports took place between them. Neither this process was consistent enough to provide out of the box results because it only categorized 38 answers and offered only a few categories, like “online<negative>”, “relationships<positive>”, “sport<negative>”, in relation with the amount of text processed.

After this drawback we decided that a better approach would be to create categories based on the conceptual key words identified by the software and to manually assign the concepts from each answer to them. At the end of this démarch, we built 18 categories as it follows: “time_travel_mobility<positive>”, “time_physical_activity<positive>”, “time_myself<positive>”, “time_friends<positive>”, “time_family<positive>”, “time_family<negative>”, “screen_time<negative>”, “restriction_travel<negative>”, “restriction_physical_activity<negative>”, “restriction_peer_interaction<negative>”, “psiho_risk<negative>”, “online_learning<negative>”, “online_learning<positive>”, “comfort<positive>”, “economic_risk<negative>”, “general_state<positive>”, “general_state<negative>” and the unconfirmed answers category which was excluded from the analysis. The figure bellow portrays our model and connections between categories in a graphical manner.
Dots represent the number of respondents belonging to that category and the bigger the dot, the larger the number. Lines represent a connection between two categories and the thicker the line, the larger the number of respondents belonging to both categories.

At a first glance we can observe that certain categories stand out, the most prominent ones being “restriction_peer_interaction<negative>”, concept that can be found in the answers of 38 respondents, “time_myself<positive>”, within 25 answers, “psiho_risk<negative>”, within 20 answers, “time_family<positive>”, within 19 answers, “online_learning<negative>”, within 16 answers, “restriction_travel<negative>” within 13 answers and “general_state<negative>” within 13 answers.

The most significant connections were established between some of the already mentioned categories, 17 out of 38 respondents which belonged to the “restriction_peer_interaction<negative>” category could also be found in the “psiho_risk<negative>” category, 15 out of 38 also belonged to the “time_myself<positive>” category, 13 out of 38 also belonged to the “time_family<positive>” category, 12 out of 38 also belonged to the “general_state<negative>” category, 11 out of 38 also belonged to the “online_learning<negative>” category.

It is also noteworthy to mention the tringle between the categories “restriction_peer_interaction<negative>”. “psiho_risk<negative>”. “general_state<negative>” because they share a significant number of answers.

5. Discussions

The analysis offered us the opportunity to have a deeper understanding of discontents and contents surfaced in the life of our respondents due to the pandemic.

As probably expected, the worst aspect was lack of social interaction. Humans are a social species, we need to physically interact to establish durable relations, because our behavior is based on senses, which cannot be replicated in the online environment. More so, learning can be done only when situations become memorable by involving feelings, which are hard to induce in a physical context, let alone in a virtual scenario. Our respondents were at the age when the need to physically interact socially and travel was at its peak, the results speaking for themselves. Although, presumably, the outcomes of this pandemic would have been worse if the events wouldn’t have taken place in this era when communication is at our fingertips.

Times of isolation could be good opportunities for introspection, return to inner self and reconsideration of relationships. Some of our respondents regarded the pandemic as an opportunity to self-discovery, otherwise, in normal cohabiting conditions, being hard to achieve. Family support remains important regardless age and our results show that. The fact that a high number of respondents which stated in their
answers that their social life was affected by pandemic also identified time with family and self in a positive manner expresses their need for balance to maintain their inner equilibrium.

Mental health was, is and will always be a hot topic regardless of contextual events, as it sits at the very core of us, but the prolonged isolation state has stretched its manifestation intervals for some of us. Insomnia, stress, anxiety or depression are only some of the mental health concerns which our respondents reported that they’ve experienced. Life threatening events have an undesirable effect upon our mind and even more so when we are faced with an unknown one. Coping with them becomes essential in these cases, but the used mechanisms aren’t always without repercussions and that’s why support becomes essential.

6. Conclusions

The present research approach managed, from our point of view, to respond to the main question and thus we can declare ourselves satisfied with the results. Although the data processing method didn’t offer automated comprehensible results, it provided the flexibility for further human intervention and favored a straightforward output for easy interpretation and presentation.

Our respondents faced numerous negative aspects in this period of their lives due to the pandemic, but the worst of them referred to social, psychological and educational aspects. The positive side of this period from the perspective of our respondents was time, which was used to consolidate connections with family, friends and self.

The presence of a pronounced negatively triangle between the general state, social interaction and psychological risks and existence of eight positive categories with a low density of answers, in contrast to nine negative ones with a high density, makes us believe that the effects of this pandemic upon our respondents were rather negative than positive.
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